Dear diary, two months have
passed since the last time I
wrote to you ...

I do not know if you
remember me. My name
is Anna and I’m sixteen!

“... we have
been ...
busy! “

Sorry if I
disappeared,
but since
Marco and I
reached the
island ...

Would you stop
sleeping all the time,
little brother ?!
lazy bones!

What do you
want? Are we
or are we not
on holiday?

ahaha! Perhaps going
around the island has
tired you too much!

Not at all,
uncle Alfio! it
was amazing!

we can’t wait to
get home! we missed
you so much!
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tell me the truth!
what you really missed
is your aunt Nadia’s ‘pasta
allo scoglio’!

my mouth
is watering
already!

look: erica
and giovanni were
waiting for
you!

erica is my age! she is
a little exuberant, but
also very affectionate!

aaaaaa!!!

anna

giovanni is now
of age and Marco
venerates him. You
can tell from the
way he looks at
him

bro

erica and giovanni:
our favorite
cousins!

erica,
hello!
urgh!

Uncle alfio was right: aunt nadia’s ‘pasta allo
scoglio’ was the best in the world. And just
like that an extraordinary holiday began!
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marco, in the meantime, has
learned to fish! Exactly,
that marco!

You should have seen me, dear diary!
Erica taught me to play the guitar.
Or at least she tried

until one day ...

This is unbelievable!
Are they gone
crazy?

Giovanni, what’s
going on?

They are trying to
take our beach away
from us! We can’t
let them!
Right! I’m gonna
call the guys
and make
a mess!

Apparently the
community needs
more space to manage
the island’s waste ...

Let’s go to
the mayor before
the situation
gets worse!

Are you
sure he will
listen to us?

You
know me,
Anna…

... which multiplies
during the summer
when tourists arrive ..
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“I’m always sure”

We can’t go on like
this! You have no
idea of the trash
we found in our
nets! It’s a shame!
You have to do
something!

I know that, Sasà! That’s why
we closed the beach! we are
trying to find a solution that
makes everyone happy...

I think the
mayor is busy
right now ...

I have an
idea! Let’s do
a signatures
collection!

It’s a start, Mr. Mayor,
but we need to do more!
That’s not enough ...

Are you sure
it’s a good
idea? Marco,
what do you
think?

E-Erica, you
heard the
mayor…

if we are many,
they will not be able
to authorize the
construction of the
disposal plant and the
mayor will have to find
another way!

maybe
we should
find another
solution!

I say that I thought
I was going to get bored
on holiday but I was so
wrong! We must try!

And so
it is! Let’s
save the
island!

Alright,
then! Let’s
try!
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And it worked! The beach
was saved and residents and
tourists could enjoy it again

I cannot
believe it! We
really made the
difference!

Working together to protect our
beach was thrilling! It took effort
and energy, but it was worth it!

And this also
thanks to you! You
have collected a
lot of signatures!

And you didn’t
even want to come
on holiday in the
first place!

k
ttoocck

Marco has always been a bit lazy, but the
waste issue seems to have awakened him
from hibernation. If he only he knew ...
Anna, I’m
going to throw
the garbage!
I will be right
back!

occkk
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B-But …
what?

ttoocckk

ttoocckk
k

After a few weeks, the municipality
no longer knew how to handle the
garbage. The sign then returned
where it was. We lost.

ttoocck

The possible
is not enough,
apparently!
Giovanni is
right!

We must do the
impossible!
But the
collection of
signatures ...
it’s not
fair!
We did
what was
possible,
Marco!
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Erica, what do you
want? It’s very early!
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Slow down! I
don’t understand
you!

marco
is doing

WHAT?

W-What..

You are putting the
whole island in a difficult
position! You are selfish,
do you see?
You are
wrong! We
just want to
safeguard the
beach, which
belongs to
everyone!

Sorry! Make
room!

And we
won’t leave until
you take that
sign off!

marco, listen
to me !!

But by saving
the beach you are
condemning
us all!

No, Anna!
Don’t try to stop
me! There must be
another way!

Pick up
the phone!
The mayor
wants to talk
to you!
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The mayor?
With me?

W-What ?! I
don’t believe it!
Are you kidding
me?

The government was impressed by
the collection of signatures and
will give us new resources
to solve the waste problem!

Won’t they
close the beach
anymore?

On our last evening in the
island we inaugurate the
“recycling party”. Everyone
was happy.

Pity that …

I will never forget the
happiness in Marco’s eyes …
We, the fishermen,
will collect the
plastic that has
fallen into
the sea!

And we will
work to raise
awareness in the
community!

No! The municipality
will build the new
disposal plant in the
old barracks outside
the city, but they will
need our help!

Yeeeessss

Before taking the boat I saw the mayor
who was dealing with some people to
take the garbage away from the island ...

Anna, we
have arrived!
Come and get
your bags!

I’ll be right
there! You go
ahead! Let me finish
this message and
I’ll join you!
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We won the battle to save the beach, but we have not
found the solution to the island’s waste. We only
managed to move the problem of their disposal by
sending them who knows where, but Marco does
not have to know this yet.

So, how did
it go? Did you
get bored
at all?

Has aunt Nadia
prepared her
magical ‘pasta
allo scoglio’ ?!

Yes, of course!
It was delicious,
as always!

“And sometimes even if what
we think is right, maybe it’s
not good enough.”

And we collected
signatures to save the
island from the trash!
And we made it !!!

Right! if only things were that
simple! The mayor did what he
could to safeguard his
community ...

“The only certain
thing is that next
year we will do more.
As Marco always
says: if the possible
is not enough,
we will make the
impossible! “

..but what happened cannot,
and must not, be the only
solution ... “

THE END
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what a summer! I didn’t think that
committing to save our island could
even be fun.

Marco
I suggested a signatures collection to
raise our voices. What do you propose?

Erica
Boys and girls, let’s get together
and let our voices be heard!

giovanni
fishermen are the keepers of the sea.
The sea gives us so much, the least we
can do is protect it.

SasÀ
Protecting the interests of the community
and the environment sometimes involves
taking difficult decisions.

Mayor
who said “pasta allo scoglio”? Fish is
not only good for you, it is also tasty!

Uncle alfio

Dear boys and girls,
there are no simple solutions
to complex problems. What
would you have done if
you were us?
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